
The Ultimate History Lover Guide to Memphis
Shelby County History Guide
Memphis and Shelby County, located in the southwestern corner of Tennessee,
are rich with a fascinating history that is sure to captivate any history enthusiast.
From its humble beginnings on the banks of the Mississippi River to its prominent
role in the Civil Rights Movement, this region holds a treasure trove of stories
waiting to be discovered. In this comprehensive guide, we will delve into the key
historical sites, events, and landmarks that every history lover should explore
when visiting Memphis and Shelby County.

1. Beale Street - The Birthplace of the Blues

When it comes to iconic landmarks in Memphis, Beale Street takes the top spot.
Known as the "Home of the Blues," this vibrant street has played a pivotal role in
shaping the city's musical history. From the 1920s to the 1940s, Beale Street was
a thriving center for African American culture and hosted legendary musicians
such as W.C. Handy, B.B. King, and Elvis Presley. Today, visitors can still
immerse themselves in the rich musical heritage of Memphis by visiting the
various clubs, bars, and music venues that line Beale Street.

2. National Civil Rights Museum - A Journey Through History

A visit to Memphis would not be complete without exploring the National Civil
Rights Museum. This powerful museum is housed in the former Lorraine Motel,
where Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was tragically assassinated in 1968. The
museum offers a comprehensive look at the struggle for civil rights in America,
starting from the days of slavery to the present day. Through interactive exhibits,
multimedia presentations, and thought-provoking displays, visitors can gain a



deep understanding of the challenges faced by African Americans and the
individuals who fought for equality.
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3. Elmwood Cemetery - Stories etched in Stone

If you are a history lover who finds solace in wandering through old cemeteries,
then Elmwood Cemetery is a must-visit destination. Established in 1852, this
sprawling cemetery serves as the final resting place for many notable figures in
Memphis history. From Confederate soldiers to prominent civil rights leaders,
each gravestone tells a unique story waiting to be discovered. A self-guided tour
through the cemetery allows visitors to explore the beautiful landscapes and learn
about the people who shaped the city.

4. Sun Studio - The Birthplace of Rock 'n' Roll

Memphis holds a significant place in the history of music, particularly in the birth
of Rock 'n' Roll. Sun Studio, often referred to as the "Birthplace of Rock 'n' Roll,"
played a crucial role in launching the careers of legendary musicians such as
Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, and Jerry Lee Lewis. Today, visitors can tour the
studio and see where these iconic musicians recorded their first hits. Delve into
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the rich history of Sun Studio and experience the magic that shaped the music
industry as we know it today.

5. Cotton Museum - Unraveling the Cotton Empire

The Cotton Museum provides a captivating insight into the history of one of the
most influential industries in the United States. Memphis was once a thriving
cotton hub, playing a vital role in the cotton trade during the 19th and early 20th
centuries. Visitors can explore the exhibits that showcase the history of cotton
cultivation, the impact of slavery on the industry, and the growth of Memphis as a
prominent cotton market. Gain a deeper understanding of the economic and
social changes brought about by this significant agricultural commodity.

6. Stax Museum of American Soul Music - The Soulful Rhythm

The Stax Museum of American Soul Music celebrates the rich musical heritage of
Memphis, specifically soul music. Located at the original site of Stax Records,
this museum immerses visitors in the soulful rhythm that permeated this genre of
music. From exhibits detailing the careers of soul legends like Otis Redding and
Isaac Hayes to a replica of the original Stax Records studio, this museum offers a
unique perspective on the impact of soul music on American culture.

7. Slave Haven Underground Railroad Museum - The Fight for
Freedom

As a key transportation hub in the antebellum South, Memphis played a crucial
role in the Underground Railroad. The Slave Haven Underground Railroad
Museum offers a glimpse into the lives of those who sought freedom from slavery
and the brave individuals who helped them along the way. Located in the historic
Burkle Estate, this museum takes visitors on a compelling journey through secret
tunnels and hidden rooms, providing a harrowing firsthand experience of the fight
for freedom.



Memphis and Shelby County have a rich and diverse history that spans decades,
encompassing pivotal moments in the nation's civil rights movement, music
industry, and agricultural past. This history lover guide offers just a glimpse into
the numerous historical sites and landmarks that await visitors in this vibrant
region. Whether your interests lie in music, civil rights, or the stories etched in
gravestones, Memphis and Shelby County are sure to leave a lasting impression
on any history enthusiast. So pack your bags, grab your camera, and embark on
a journey through time in Memphis and Shelby County!
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This tour of Memphis goes well beyond the traditional guidebook to offer a
historical journey through the Home of the Blues. Explore the city's African
American heritage from Church Park to beautiful Mason Temple, where Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. delivered his final, prophetic speech. Visit Court Square, where a
young Thomas Edison delighted children and adults with his popular invention:
the cockroach shocker. Discover hidden gems like the nineteenth-century dueling
grounds on the banks of the Mississippi and a charming Depression-era country
store. From Beale Street to the bluffs, author Bill Patton traces the incomparable
history of Memphis.
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